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Abstract12

The most famous quantum search algorithm is Grover’s algorithm [2]. This algorithm makes an13

unstructured search to find the solution to the problem in time
√

N where N = 2n and n is the14

number of qubits. As in classical computing, in quantum computing we can take advantage of15

the structure of the problem to make searches faster as it can be seen in [1]. The contribution of16

this paper is mainly focused on dealing with constraints over the problem domain with the aim of17

improving the efficiency of these quantum searches.18
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1 Structured quantum search in 3-SAT24

A Boolean satisfiability problem stands for determining whether a truth assignment to the25

variables of a given Boolean formula f(xn−1, . . . , x0) exists. The size of the problem is usually26

the number of different variables appearing in the formula to be studied. The searching27

domain grows exponentially as 2n where n is the number of different variables. This problem28

domain can be seen as a binary tree where each floor represents a new variable included and29

branches are either True or False.30
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Figure 1 SAT problem domain in binary tree structure

31

Structured Quantum searching is somehow inspired on both usual Backtracking and on32

former Grover’s algorithm to amplitude amplifying solution states. The Boolean function33

to be satisfied, in order to keep the condition of ’live node’, at each floor of the binary tree34

is just a formula made of a subset of the former set of clauses f(xn−1, . . . , x0) in which all35

the literals belong to this floor. This way allows the binary tree only being unfolded on the36

branches corresponding to ’live nodes’. We can state that the number of iterations to perform37

all the above are:38

ki,j ≈


First search level (j = 0)

√
2i+1

Mi

Intermediate search levels
√

2i−j

Mi/Mj

Last search level (i = n − 1)
√

2n−j

39

Where i is the level at work for Grover’s, j es the level of the previous search and Mi is the40

amount of possible solutions at ith level.41

Once all these Grover’s searches have been performed (gathered by an operator called U)42

r iterations of the following circuit are required:43 ((
2U |0⊗n⟩ ⟨0⊗n| U† − I

)
· Oracle

)r
44

This r number of iterations, assuming l levels of searching, is:45

r =

√
Mil−1

Mf
(1)46

Where il−1 is the level before the last and Mf is the total number of solutions of the47

corresponding 3-SAT problem.48

Therefore the total number of iterations is given by:49

Iterations = r ·
(∑

ki,j

)
50
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The resulting quantum circuit would remain this way:51

Figure 2 Structured quantum search circuit

52

Section 3 includes an example of this algorithm performing over a 15-variables 3-SAT53

problem.54

2 Bounded search55

Similarly to the ordinary quantum Grover’s algorithm (non-structured search), the algorithm56

we are dealing with, also depends in an strong way on the size of the search domain. As57

expected, reducing the search domain speeds the search up in a remarkable way.58

This section is devoted both to pursuit this idea and to estimate to what extent the59

saving on the number of iterations would be affected.60

This first modification consist of instead of superposing all the range of states in each61

subspace, just reducing this range which, of course, will reduce the number of iterations at62

this point.63

Firstly, we modify/reduce the amount of qubits superposed at the beginning which also64

reduces the inversion about the mean part.65

For this task a sort of initial random superposition operator USi
will be built as defined in66

[3]. Afterwards, the new Inversion about the mean operator will be
(

2USi
|0⊗n⟩ ⟨0⊗n| U†

Si
− I

)
67

so generating the circuit:68

[H]

Figure 3 Inversion about the mean for bounded search

69

Let us elaborate on detail how to build U operator. It only differs with respect to the70

original one in the size of the sub-space’s domains. Now each sub-space i is made of Ni71

states. Taking these numbers into account the number of iterations at each level is:72
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k′
i,j ≈


First search level (j = 0)

√
Ni

M ′
i

Intermediate search levels

√
Ni−Nj

M′
i/M′

j

Last search level (i = n − 1)
√

Ni − Nj

73

Where Nj is the number of states in the sub-space of the previous search and M ′
i is the74

number of solutions at ith level within the range of states.75

The following step gathers all these searches into a UBounded operator and then r iterations76

of the following circuit are required:77

((
2UBounded |0⊗n⟩ ⟨0⊗n| U†

Bounded − I
)

· Oracle
)r

78

Again, the number of iterations r to be performed, assuming there are l levels to search, are:79

r =

√
M ′

il−1

M ′
f

(2)80

Where M ′
il−1

and M ′
f are the solution at the level before the last, and the total number of81

solutions of the 3-SAT problem within the corresponding range, respectively. The resulting82

quantum circuit would remain this way:83

Figure 4 Structured quantum search bounded circuit

84

Section 3 includes an example of this bounded algorithm performing over a 15-variables85

3-SAT problem.86
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3 Example87

In this section, we are going to show both searches solving the next 3-SAT problem:88

f (x14, x13, x12, x11, x10, x9, x8, x7, x6, x5, x4, x3, x2, x1, x0) =89

(x7 ∨ x10 ∨ x12) ∧ (x4 ∨ x13 ∨ x14) ∧ (x3 ∨ x10 ∨ x14) ∧ (x1 ∨ x3 ∨ x7) ∧ (x7 ∨ x11 ∨ x13)∧90

(x5 ∨ x7 ∨ x13) ∧ (x3 ∨ x9 ∨ x14) ∧ (x4 ∨ x7 ∨ x8) ∧ (x3 ∨ x6 ∨ x10) ∧ (x0 ∨ x4 ∨ x14)∧91

(x5 ∨ x7 ∨ x13) ∧ (x1 ∨ x9 ∨ x12) ∧ (x4 ∨ x8 ∨ x13) ∧ (x4 ∨ x9 ∨ x12) ∧ (x0 ∨ x3 ∨ x6)∧92

(x2 ∨ x12 ∨ x13) ∧ (x5 ∨ x11 ∨ x13) ∧ (x5 ∨ x6 ∨ x14) ∧ (x3 ∨ x8 ∨ x14) ∧ (x3 ∨ x8 ∨ x10)∧93

(x1 ∨ x3 ∨ x9) ∧ (x4 ∨ x6 ∨ x11) ∧ (x2 ∨ x10 ∨ x11) ∧ (x0 ∨ x3 ∨ x14) ∧ (x3 ∨ x4 ∨ x6)∧94

(x1 ∨ x6 ∨ x13) ∧ (x2 ∨ x10 ∨ x14) ∧ (x1 ∨ x5 ∨ x14) ∧ (x2 ∨ x5 ∨ x6) ∧ (x1 ∨ x5 ∨ x12)∧95

(x9 ∨ x11 ∨ x12) ∧ (x7 ∨ x11 ∨ x14) ∧ (x3 ∨ x4 ∨ x12) ∧ (x5 ∨ x8 ∨ x12) ∧ (x3 ∨ x8 ∨ x14)∧96

(x1 ∨ x2 ∨ x14) ∧ (x5 ∨ x9 ∨ x10) ∧ (x6 ∨ x10 ∨ x11) ∧ (x0 ∨ x3 ∨ x7) ∧ (x6 ∨ x8 ∨ x10)∧97

(x0 ∨ x2 ∨ x10) ∧ (x3 ∨ x4 ∨ x13) ∧ (x8 ∨ x9 ∨ x11) ∧ (x2 ∨ x7 ∨ x8) ∧ (x3 ∨ x4 ∨ x7)∧98

(x2 ∨ x7 ∨ x14) ∧ (x3 ∨ x7 ∨ x11) ∧ (x2 ∨ x7 ∨ x8) ∧ (x5 ∨ x12 ∨ x14) ∧ (x0 ∨ x6 ∨ x11)∧99

(x4 ∨ x6 ∨ x8) ∧ (x6 ∨ x12 ∨ x14) ∧ (x6 ∨ x10 ∨ x13) ∧ (x2 ∨ x9 ∨ x11) ∧ (x0 ∨ x7 ∨ x14)∧100

(x4 ∨ x6 ∨ x12) ∧ (x5 ∨ x7 ∨ x9) ∧ (x9 ∨ x10 ∨ x11) ∧ (x0 ∨ x1 ∨ x14) ∧ (x3 ∨ x4 ∨ x9)∧101

(x2 ∨ x4 ∨ x5) ∧ (x0 ∨ x4 ∨ x14) ∧ (x2 ∨ x3 ∨ x7) ∧ (x1 ∨ x3 ∨ x5) ∧ (x1 ∨ x2 ∨ x12)∧102

(x0 ∨ x9 ∨ x14) ∧ (x1 ∨ x10 ∨ x11) ∧ (x4 ∨ x6 ∨ x9) ∧ (x2 ∨ x3 ∨ x6) ∧ (x1 ∨ x7 ∨ x14)∧103

(x1 ∨ x3 ∨ x9) ∧ (x0 ∨ x6 ∨ x8) ∧ (x7 ∨ x8 ∨ x13) ∧ (x0 ∨ x12 ∨ x14) ∧ (x5 ∨ x10 ∨ x13)∧104

(x2 ∨ x4 ∨ x5) ∧ (x0 ∨ x1 ∨ x2) ∧ (x2 ∨ x3 ∨ x4) ∧ (x2 ∨ x3 ∨ x4) ∧ (x2 ∨ x3 ∨ x4)∧105

(x6 ∨ x7 ∨ x8)106107

This problem has the following characteristics:108

15 variables109

81 clauses110

density = 5.4111

1 solution112

3.1 Structured quantum search113

Let us consider two different levels of search for the sake of better illustrating how this114

strategy works:115

1. One with the first level in i=8 (x7, . . . , x0) and the last level in i=14 (x14, . . . , x0).116

2. Another one with the first level in i=6 (x5, . . . , x0), an intermediate one in i=9 (x8, . . . , x0)117

and the last in i=14 (x14, . . . , x0).118

Qiskit[] is a well known SDK open-source to work on quantum computers that has been used to119

run our circuits. In particular Aer modulus together with the back-end statevector_simulator120

have been used both to simulate and to get probability amplitudes of the quantum states.121

3.1.1 Case 1122

For this first case the number iterations to execute at each level are:123

k8 = 2124

k14 = 8125

r = 3126
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Iterations = 3 · (2 + 8) = 30127

The resulting circuit for U operator can be seen here:128

Figure 5 Quantum circuit of U (Case 1)

The whole structured quantum search circuit remains this way:129

Figure 6 Structured search circuit (Case 1)

The outcome of this quantum circuit shows that with an almost 1 probability the solution130

state will be:131

Figure 7 Probability amplitude of the solution state (Case 1)

3.1.2 Case 2132

In this second case the number of iterations per level would be:133
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k6 = 1134

k9 = 1135

k14 = 6136

r = 3137

Iterations = 3 · (1 + 1 + 6) = 24138

The corresponding U operator:139

Figure 8 Quantum circuit of U (Case 2)

Finally the whole structured quantum search circuit is:140

Figure 9 Structured search circuit (Case 2)

Once it has been executed, again with an almost 1 probability, the solution state will be:141
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Figure 10 Probability amplitude of the solution state (Case 2)

3.2 Bounded structured quantum search142

In this example we have shared the levels with previous second case. Ranges per sub-space143

are so defined:144

First sub-space (x5, . . . , x0) −→ [20, 51]145

Second sub-space (x8, . . . , x0) −→ [0, 7]146

Third sub-space (x14, . . . , x0) −→ [0, 31]147

The number of iterations per level to be executed are:148

k6 = 1149

k9 = 2150

k14 = 4151

r = 2152

Iterations = 2 · (1 + 2 + 4) = 14153

The circuit for U operator is:154
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Figure 11 Quantum circuit of U (Bounded)

The whole quantum bounded structured circuit is:155
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Figure 12 Structured search circuit (Bounded)

To finish with, . . . with an almost 1 probability the solution state will be:156

Figure 13 Probability amplitude of the solution state (Bounded)
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